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We create and implement  
Smart Innovation Programs to empower organizations to achieve 

growth, reduce risk and minimize cost. 

CREATORS facilitates collaboration, 
supports startups in tackling entry 
barriers, converts governmental 
challenges into technological solutions 
and promotes entrepreneurial mindset 
inside the public sector.   
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ABOUT US

CREATORS facilitates collaboration, supports 
startups in tackling entry barriers, converts 
governmental challenges into technological 

solutions and promotes entrepreneurial 
mindset inside the public sector.   

PUBLIC SECTOR
CREATORS’ proficiency is to bring the right 
innovation tools and methodologies to help 

corporations achieve innovation excellence. The 
projects we build transform the way corporations 

innovate internally and externally.  

CORPORATIONS

Meeting 40+ 
international 
delegations 

a year 

100+ top-notch 
mentors and 

experts 

Unique ideation 
methodology 

developed with 
MIT 

Outreach of 
over 100K 

people in Israel 

Access to 25+ 
VC funds in 
Israel and 
abroad 



ISRAELI STARTUP NATION  
FIGHTS COVID-19 

Coronavirus has opened 
possibilities to exchange 
know-how, learn from 
others, get and give 

mentorship, as well as 
re-evaluate the way hi-
tech companies work.

On the one hand - many 
organizations need 

immediate support. On the 
other, there is a lot of 

support & solidarity from 
those who can help. 

The high-tech sector 
starts to learn and adjust 
to the current situation 
and start sharing best 
practices and lessons 
learned with others.  
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KNOWLEDGE & LEARNING



CRISIS MANAGEMENT

https://www.viola-group.com/category/coronavirus/

https://www.coronatech.org.il/

https://www.coronatech.org.il/

https://www.viola-group.com/category/coronavirus/
https://www.coronatech.org.il/
https://www.coronatech.org.il/
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Lessons, Trends 
(so far) & “The 
Day After”

1. One year of financial planning is believed to be a 
minimum to survive. Many lost VC deals and cut down 
salaries 20-50%. There are still 150+ VCs who invest.
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2. Emergence of new “hot” industries: CrisisTech, 
WFH tools, at-home wellbeing tech and cost & 
operational efficiency, community & solidarity tech 
(e.g. parent “crisis management” solutions, ad-hoc social 
tech sprints, virtual hackathons)

3. Startup programs translated into digital and 
continue business (almost) as usual

4. Immediate use-case driven open innovation rather 
than “trends-focused" innovation
5. Human aspect of WFH changes the dynamics in 
teams: coffee breaks, meet the pet/child, crying babies 
are the new normal etc.

6. “This will remain the new normal” - Israeli Tech 
post COVID-19

7. Smart Cities: citizen safety and crisis 
management is the most sought-after technology.

8. About 50% of Israeli hi-tech businesses claim that 
they have not drastically changed the way they operate. 
Almost 20% of those who made changes sent their 
employees on leave. 
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LINKS TO CHECK OUT

•WFH Support:
Supertools: https://bit.ly/2yCk9qM 
Digital Work Tools Map: https://bit.ly/2x2TWBu 

•Learn about innovation & digitalization:
Digital Transformation: https://bit.ly/2VNHxK1 
450 Ivy League free courses: https://bit.ly/2KsGqtP 

•High-Tech during COVID-19 Pandemic:
High-Tech Surveys by VIOLA: https://bit.ly/2XUtipg 
List of active Israeli VCs: https://bit.ly/34XUKEe 
Coronavirus Israel website: coronatech.org.il

https://bit.ly/2yCk9qM
https://bit.ly/2x2TWBu
https://bit.ly/2XUtipg


Monika Rozalska-Lilo 
CEO

CONTACT US

monika@creatorspad.com 

+972(0)585230285
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